PROCESS
RENOVATION

BUILDING SUCCESS ONE PROCESS AT A TIME
As a family business Process Renovation was created to
help leaders caught in the daily grind step back and
get perspective. Successful restaurants consistently
adapt their processes to meet the changing food
trends and remain competitive in a rapidly evolving
food industry.
Using industry experience we bring insight
and practiced methodologies to empower our
clients to be more resilient and
achieve their strategic goals.
We explore with our clients
ways to renovate current
processes to build
personalized solutions.

OUR VISION
Empowered leaders using process
renovation to amplify success in their
restaurants by integrating long-term solutions.

Building strong, lasting client relationships and
helping to establish a balance between
sustainability, efficiency, and efficacy.

WE CAN HELP WITH...
Turnover Reduction
Team Communication
Employee Management
Change Management
Guest Experience
Operational Analysis
Resource Maximization
and more.
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Ask about
our one-day services for
restaurants:
Cost to hire
$3500 for most
employees

Sourcing & Portioning Analysis

Ingredient

Menu

Overlap

Layout

Optimization

Renovation

Trash Analysis

Businesses with a
staff hiring plan can
trim their hiring costs
and fill positions
faster with better
candidates.

Our Team
Adam Kent Jones

Restaurant Consultant
With 18+ years working in varied
business models Adam intentionally
experienced the food service
industry from many angles
including expediting, dish-washing,
delivery, prep, serving, cooking,
management, and recipe creation.

Adam’s long-held desire is to help

It takes an average of
42 days to fill a
position

leaders improve production &
control methods, and develop
hiring, on-boarding & retaining

How are you
leveraging your point
of sales system?
We can help you to

IL minimum
wage increasing
to $15/hr by 2025

transform information
into a personalized

employees for a sustainable future.

Sara Ellen Jones, MBA

Certified Process Consultant

action plan.
While growing her first service
business, Sara earned an Illinois

Clearly defined
processes will
streamline overhead
and reduce costs.

Professional MBA. Becoming a
process consultant combined her
business background with her vision
of helping people and her
community flourish.

Average profit
margin is 6.1%

Sara uses her unique style of
collaborative consulting to assist

Turnover costing
you dearly?

clients in developing innovative and
robust processes.

We can work with you to
design hiring and on-

¾ of family
businesses do
not have a
succession plan

boarding procedures to hire
the best and keep them!

Douglas Kent Jones

Business Process Consultant
As a former Chief Operating
Officer who built a career on
extensive consulting and sales
experience in tech, manufacturing

Proactive plans can
mitigate future
problems and lead
to greater success.

73% of restaurant
employees turnover
annually

and logistics, Doug brings informed
and insightful perspective to
clients’ challenges.

Doug is well versed in helping
clients find the right questions to
clarify their situation and guiding
them to develop adaptive solutions.
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